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Let X-> Y be a complex analytic fiber space, where X and Y are normal and connected complex spaces and n is a proper holomorphic mapping of X onto Y with irreducible fibers. We denote by K t the meromorphic function field of a fiber X t \ =n~' L (f) 9 and by K' t the subfield of K t consisting of all elements of K t which can be extended to some neighborhoods of X t . By [6] or [9] , the field K t is isomorphic to a finite algebraic extension of a rational function field. We discuss here the following problem.
Let /!, •••,// be meromorphic functions on X and g be a meromorphic function on a fiber X t which is dependent on f lit , •••//,*, where f itt (i = l, •••,/) is the analytic restriction of /,-to X t . Then, can we extend the function g to a meromorphic function on some neighborhood of X t l
We can answer this problem as follows.
(I) The complement of the set {t^Y\ any meromorphic function on X t which is dependent on f lit , ••-,//,/ can be extended to some neighborhoods of X t } is nowhere dense in Y.
The proof of this theorem is essentially due to the Stein factorization of a proper holomorphic mapping. This notion (or the notion of complex base} is useful to research dependency of holomorphic or meromorphic mappings (for example, see [5] , [6] , [8] , [9] ).
Using (I) we obtain:
(
II) The set {i^Y\K' t is not algebraically closed in K t ] is nowhere dense in Y.
Furthermore, by a similar method to the proof of (I) we have: (III) If the transcendence degree of K' t over the complex number field C is equal to the (complex} dimension of the fiber X h then K' t = K t .
1. 2 0 In this paper, we assume all complex spaces to be reduced, and we denote the complex projective space of dimension m by P m , and the Osgood space of dimension / by P l .
We recall here the concepts of rank and of degeneracy of mappings.
Let 6\ M-^N be a holomorphic mapping of an irreducible complex space M to a complex space N. We define the local rank of <r at a point x of M by dim*M-dim^1 (#(#)) and denote it by r x (<i). Further we define the rank of 6 by sup ^00 and denote it by r(ji).
x = M
Now, if r*(<r)=£r(<y) for a point x of M, we call this point x a point of degeneracy of a. By R. Remmert [8] , the set of all points of degeneracy is an analytic subset, and any holomorphic mapping without points of degeneracy (we say such a mapping is non-degenerated or is of constant rank) to a normal complex space whose dimension is equal to the rank of the mapping is an open mapping. §2 e Some remarks on fiber spaces and meromorphic mappings 2.1. Let X and Y be complex spaces and {X t } be the set of irreducible components of X. Now let / be a correspondence between X and Y. We denote the graph of / by G and the natural projections of G to X and Y by / and / respectively. Conforming to [9] , we call the correspondence / to be a meromorphic mapping of X to Y if the following condi-tions are satisfied; (a) there is a dense open set of X on which / defines a holomorphic mapping to F, (b) the graph G is an analytic subset of Xx F, and /^(JQ is an irreducible component of G for each X h (c) the projection / is proper. Let / be a meromorphic mapping of X to F. We call a point x of X a singular point of f if f is not holomorphic at x, and call / to be proper (resp. surjective) if/ is proper (resp. surjective). Further we define the rank of / by r(/) and denote it by ?"(/)• Moreover we say that a meromorphic mapping / of X to F is bimeromorphic if the correspondence / defines a meromorphic mapping of F to X.
Next, we recall some fundamental properties of meromorphic mappings.
(i) The set of all singular points of a meromorphic mapping is an analytic subset.
(ii) A meromorphic mapping of a certain complex space X to the complex projective space F 1 which maps X not constantly to °o is nothing but a meromorphic function in the usual sense.
(iii) Let X, Y and Z be complex spaces and / and g be meromorphic mappings of X to F and of Y to Z respectively. We define naturally a correspondence between X and Z such that a point x of X corresponds to the subset £"(/(#)) of Z. If there is a dense open set U of X on which the above correspondence between X and Z is single-valued, then we can define naturally one meromorphic mapping h of X to Z such that &00=£(/00) for xeU. We denote it by gof. In particular, if X is a subspace of F and / is the inclusion map, we denote g°f by g\\X.
(iv) Let X, F!, •••, YI be complex spaces and /,-be a meromorphic mapping of X to F, ; (z" = l, •••,/). Then we can naturally define one meromorphic mapping of X to the product space F x X • • • X F/.
We denote it by f^x---X//.
(v) Let Jf and F be irreducible complex spaces of the same dimension and / be a proper and surjective meromorphic mapping of X to F. Then there is a thin analytic subset N of Y such that / is holomorphic on X-f(f~l(N)~) and the map/||(X-/(/^(^)) is a proper holomorphic covering map of X-f(f~~l(N}} to Y-N. We call such a meromorphic mapping to be a meromorphic covering.
Next, we recall the notion of dependency of meromorphic mappings. Let X, Y and Z be complex spaces and / and g be meromorphic mappings of X to F and of X to Z respectively. Then we say that g depends on f if r(fxg')=r(f).
Further let f l9 •••,// be meromorphic functions on X. Then we say that the system {/I,---,//} is independent if r(/i x ••• x//) =/.
2. 2. Let X and F be complex spaces and n be a proper holomorphic mapping of X to F. We denote the set of all connected components of all fibers of the map n by X'. By [1] we can define on the set X' a topology and a complex structure which have the following properties; 
Then, for any meromorphic function g on X dependent on F, there is a meromorphic function g' on H such that g=g r <>hiOjr 1 <>F~\
Proof. Since X and G are bimeromorphically equivalent, we may assume that X is normal and connected and F is holomorphic on X. Under these assumptions we may identify the sequence G-^>H-ip The proof of this proposition is essentially due to W. Thimm [11] . We prove this in the next section. §3.
Proof of Proposition 3
To prove our proposition we use local descriptions of the normal complex space X. Therefore we start by setting the following notations. We put; We put E7'= FfW,. Then from the above (a) and (b) U'-r-^A) is connected. In fact, let x ± and # 2 be points of U' -r^^A). Since F is connected and normal, we can connect x± to x z by a curve C in V-r^^A). We put C = r(C). By (a), C can be deformed to a curve in Z, WiKrW) 
Suppose that q\A is a proper holomorphic covering map onto

A«-i and it is unramified over D m^ -B, where B is a thin analytic set of D m -i.
Then, for a point x of D m , if q(x) satisfies the condition (*)
with respect to B then x also satisfies the condition (*) with respect to A.
Proof. Let W be a neighborhood of x. Then we can find a neighborhood U of x having the following properties; Then we can prove that the open set U satisfies the condition (C) at x with respect to A by the same methods as in [11] . We give only an outline of the proof.
Let C be a curve in U-A with the end points C(0) and C(l) such that />(C(0))=/>(C(1))=/>00. Without loss of generality, we may assume that #(C(0)) and #(C(1)) do not belong to B, becausê .-i.fGori-B^Za-i.pGO by above (c) and so we can replace the end points by two suitable points in Uf~]Z mjPW -04 U^" 1 C5)) which are connected to C(0) and C(l) by arcs in UT\Z mipM -A respectively.
Moreover we may assume that #(C) is disjoint with B, because the curve C can be deformed, fixing the end points, to a curve which is sufficiently near to C and whose projection to #(E7) is disjoint with B (see [11] , §2). Under these assumptions, #(C) can be deformed by the above property (c) to a curve of #(£/) n^C^.x*)) though the space q(U)-B with the end points fixed. On the other hand, since q\A is proper and unramified over D m -± -B, we can construct a deformation of C in U-A with the desired properties lying above the deformation of #(C) (see [10] , §2 and [11] , §2). In this section, we consider a fiber space X^>Y 9 where X and Y are complex spaces and n is a proper surjective holomorphic mapping.
We put dimY=n and dimX=m + n. Furthermore we assume;
(a) X and Y are normal and connected, (b) n is of constant rank, n, (c) for every t£=Y, the fiber X t is irreducible.
These assumptions imply, (d) TzT^C/) is connected for any connected open set U of F.
From now on, we use occasionally a notation h t instead of h\\X t9
where h is a meromorphic mapping of X to a certain complex space and Ms a point of F such that h\\X t is defined. Proof . The first assertion is trivial. Suppose that {/!,*,•••,//,/} is independent. We can find a point x of X t such that #<$S(F) and r x (F t ')=r (F t^) =l (here we consider F as a holomorphic mapping on a neighborhood of x}. Then = r(Fxn')=n + l because dim^FXn^^F x *)(*)) = dim,/?, = m-r x (F t^ = m-l, and so (Fx^CZ) = P'x F.
Take a neighborhood Q of * such that QflS(F)=0 and = n + l for any point #' of Q. Put U=n(ff).
Since TT is of constant rank, U is an open set and clearly has our desired properties. Proof. Since X is normal, every fiber of the map G->X is connected, and X t is irreducible by the assumption. Hence G\X t is con-nected for any t of Y. On the other hand, G \ X iQ is locally irreducible by the assumption (I). Therefore G\X to is irreducible, and so G\X tQ is also irreducible and hence G\X tQ = G to . By these facts the space G | X tQ is homeomorphic and bimeromorphic to the normalization G, 0 of G, 0 .
Let We put ^P" = ^p'o(fl)|!5i 0 )"" 
